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Region 2 Annual Meeting
Hershey, PA, May 3-5 2019
IEEE Level Activities

- Try Engineering (2.0)
- Try Engineering Summer Camp
  3 locations
  10% Member Discount
- Try Engineering Together
  Grades 3 to 5
  Extended to Middle School 2019
R2 Educational Activities

EA Planned Initiatives

• Teacher In Service Program (TISP)
  May Announce
  Oct (?) Conduct
  Possible $250 to Region

• R2Education@ieee.org Listserv
  Region & Section Education Leadership
R2 Educational Activities

EA Section Outreach Committee

Action Plans and Committees

• Community of Practice for EA Volunteers

• Volunteer Resource Center (Sat and Reach)

• Training and Feedback for SEACs

• Prep and Deliver EA Insight to Members
  Three times a year
R2 Educational Activities

Pre-University

Future Cities (Feb)

R2 Overall Winner – Central PA
R2 Educational Activities

DiscoverE Family Day (Feb)
Multiple Robot Events

(Baltimore April)
R2 Educational Activities

University Level

R2 Student Activities Conference at WVU (April 5, 6)

Washington Scholarships for Students of Engineering (WISE)
  IEEE USA Lead – Other Societies Participate

ABET

• Criteria Changes

• Cybersecurity Criteria Release (IEEE Lead Society)